# Hebrew Keyboard layout for MAC

Change your Keyboard input language to Hebrew. [ง + Space on your MAC keyboard]


The MAC Keyboard locates vowel diacritics and other diacritics on different keys to the PC.

Common vowels are on the top “number” row. Use **CAPS LOCK** to type the vowel after each letter.

- **Shin** with a dot requires SHIFT “A” ן
- **Sin** requires ALT “A” א
- **Gereshayim** is SHIFT LOCK + ALT + C 
- **Geresh** is SHIFT LOCK + ALT + B

ALT and < is **Dagesh** dot

ALT and U is **Shuruk** ־

SHIFT and U is **Holem Vav** 

Other diacritical marks (e.g., meteg, revia) can be included in your document using the Character palette. [Select **Show Character Palette** under the Language icon on the top left of your screen.]

Laminate and trim for handy access.